
Writing Pictionary: A fun way to up your word count, with a board game!

Writing Pictionary uses the board and cards of Pictionary (a board game). It is played the same 
as pictionary, but when you land on a square you do different things:

For an orange (all play) square, you read another persons novel, or talk with them about their 
novel, or you can go on Camp NaNoWriMo and chat if you are playing alone.

For a Green square (difficult), it's like a wild card. Roll a die, 1= write 3 percent of your current 
word count. 2= write 500 words in 15 minutes. 3= roll a dice three times and write that much 4= 
write the last three digits of your or someone else's word count 5= word war w/ someone else 
for 20 minutes, whoever gets the least amount of words has to write 100 more words as 
punishment. 6= sprint w/ somebody else, 1st one to 300 wins and advances 1 space 
automatically. (you can adjust these according to your skill level).

For a pink action square: write _____ words in _____ minutes. The first letter of the word on the 
card you picked determines how easy or hard it is. A is easiest, Z is hardest, M is in the middle, 
ect. The longer the word is, the longer you have to write for. For example, if I got "swim" it would 
be a hard but short word sprint because swim is only four letters but s is late in the alphabet 
(closer to z)

For a Yellow (person/place/animal) square, sprint to ____. The beginning letter of the word on 
the card you picked determines how many words you write. A= least amount of words, Z= most 
amount of words. If you are playing with a partner/partners, loser writes a suitable number of 
words that you decide before the sprint starts, or they can skip the punishment, but not advance 
to the next square on their next turn, instead, they must try again (w/ a different card).

For a blue (object) square: word war for ____ minutes, the longer your word (on the card you 
picked) the longer you write. Loser writes a suitable amount of words that you decide before the 
sprint starts, OR they cannot advance. If you are playing alone, write for ___ minutes.

If you do not complete the challenge, you may not advance and must try again. next turn, with a 
new card and a new word (but the same square). if you are competing, the loser either chooses 
to write ___ words as punishment OR try again next turn (with a different card.) aka they cannot 
advance.


